HOST: Hi, I'm NASA Kennedy's Jason Hopkins, taking you Inside KSC!

Launch Commentator: And liftoff. The Falcon takes flight.

HOST: The liftoff of NOAA's DSCOVR spacecraft is the latest of three missions in which Kennedy's teams have played a role in this young year.

While CRS-5 brought cargo to the ISS, and SMAP is mapping soil moisture from Earth orbit,

DSCOVR will sit in deep space.

It'll use NASA instruments to warn of potentially damaging space weather headed our way from the sun.

HOST: Make it personal!, was the theme of this year's Safety and Health Week.

And, one way you can start down the road to better health is on your bicycle!

The Tour de KSC returns to America's premier launch site on Feb. 28! Ride on!

HOST: And remember, Spaceport Magazine digs deeper Inside KSC!